2015 IUPUI CHEERLEADING TRYOUT CLINIC INFORMATION

DATE: Sunday, March 1st
REGISTRATION TIME: 3:30 PM-4:00 PM
CLINIC: 4:00 PM-7:00 PM
LOCATION: IUPUI Natatorium (901 W. New York Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202)
COST: $30.00 CASH (No Checks or Credit Cards can be accepted)

The tryout clinic is not required, but is STRONGLY recommended for individuals interested in trying out for the IUPUI Cheerleading Program. The clinic is designed to prepare cheerleaders for tryouts. We will teach sidelines and the IUPUI Fight Song to all attendees. Material learned at the clinic will be evaluated during the selection process. Stunt technique and safety will be reviewed, but will not be taught at the clinic. Instruction will be presented by coaching staff, squad captains and graduating program members.

If you are unable to attend the clinic, but are interested in tryout out for the 2015-2016 school year, please contact Head Coach Mallory Yoder at yoderm@indiana.edu. Candidates will have approximately one hour to learn all material before being scored by the judging panel the day of tryouts.

The clinic cost is $30.00 per person payable in cash at registration on the day of the event. Checks and Credit Cards cannot be accepted. Tryout material DVD's will be available for an extra cost of $5.00 for candidates who attend the clinic. DVD's for those who cannot attend the clinic are available for $15.00. The clinic is open to high school seniors, transfer students and current IUPUI students trying out for the program. If other high school students (juniors, sophomores, and freshman) would like to attend please contact Head Coach, Mallory Yoder. Only participants will be allowed in the practice area due to limited space. Practice attire and shoes are encouraged for the clinic. Apparel with other college or university logos is strongly discouraged.

Web: www.cheerleading.iupui.edu
Facebook: IUPUI Cheerleading
Twitter: @IUPUICheer